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PROGRAM NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Collectively, these dissertation performances sought to look at twenty-first century 

performance in three distinct ways. In the hopes of expanding my own perspective on how 

performance can evolve by simultaneously embracing tradition and delving into innovation, I 

first looked at interpreting operatic characters from nineteenth-century opera through the lens of 

twenty-first-century gender identity; next, I reimagined how we shape performance space and 

presentation for evolving audiences by flipping the tradition of the recital on its head; and finally, 

by performing contemporary repertoire, written by a living composer I hope to speak to 

contemporary perspectives through relatable musical vernaculars. This third and final 

dissertation performance examines how selecting contemporary repertoire lends itself to a direct 

sense of musical recall for twenty-first century audiences through their inherent connection to 

hybrid genre or pluralist compositions. 

 Tim Rutherford-Johnson observes in his book, Music After the Fall: Modern 

Composition and Culture Since 1989, that musical composition in post-war decades was 

characterized by its inwardness, the 1980s-1990s by its discovery of composing without 

constraints, and the twenty-first century by its degree of permissibility, “using everything, in 
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every combination, as the new norm.”80 In this way, Jake Heggie’s (b. 1961) compositions for 

this performance do not rest on a sense of avant-garde, but in the cultivated sound arena of the 

twenty-first century, one that involves a fusion of musical choices and styles portraying both a 

contemporary perspective of modern life as well as examining an historical figure.  

In his stage and vocal works, Heggie is often known for his blend of styles including: 

jazz, folk, gospel, musical theatre, popular song, as well as nineteenth-century Romantic Era and 

twentieth-century modernist elements of composition.81 In his youth, he was influenced by his 

musical upbringing surrounding American musical theatre and jazz compositions, then later on 

when training as a pianist, by compositions of Samuel Barber and Leonard Bernstein.82 His early 

study with Ernst Bacon developed his love of text and text-setting.83 All of which prepared the 

way for his compositions to effectively merge beautiful melodic writing and dramatic story-

telling with a wide variety of stylistic elements and tonal palates.84 Stage works like his opera 

Dead Man Walking (2000) which has had over 150 productions worldwide, show Heggie’s 

interest in social justice issues that examine humanity’s extremes of light and shadow, whereas 

pieces like To Hell and Back (2006), written for Broadway singer, operatic soprano and Baroque 

orchestra showcase his innovative approaches to mixed textures and styles of sound. 85 

In his dramatic works, Heggie has collaborated regularly in his career with the two 

librettists for the works presented on this program: Gene Scheer (b. 1958) and Terrence McNally 

                                                        
80 Tim Rutherford-Johnson, Music After the Fall: Modern Composition and Culture since 1989 (Oakland: 
University of California Press, 2017), 53.  
81 Meredith Ziegler, “Jake Heggie’s Paper Wings: Feeding the Genre of American Art Song,” Journal of Singing 64, 
no. 3 (2008): 287-288, mentions Heggie’s use of American popular styles (jazz, gospel, pop) while Matthew 
Sigman, “Composing a Life,” Opera News 80, no. 1 (2015): 28, references the allusion in Heggie’s music to specific 
composers Debussy, Puccini, Bernstein, Gershwin, John Williams, among others. 
82 Melanie Feilotter, “Heggie, Jake [John Stephen],” Grove Music Online, accessed February 14, 2022, https://doi-
org.proxy.lib.umich.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.A2284605. 
83 Ibid. 
84 Ibid. 
85 Ibid. 
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(1938-2020). Scheer, the librettist for Camille Claudel: Into the Fire, is a well-known 

collaborator of Heggie’s both for opera and song compositions, including Moby Dick (2010) and 

It’s a Wonderful Life (2016), and has also worked with a number of other contemporary 

composers like Wynton Marsalis (It Never Goes Away) and Jennifer Higdon (Cold Mountain, 

2015).86 McNally, the librettist for At the Statue of Venus, also wrote libretti for Heggie’s 

operatic compositions: Dead Man Walking and Great Scott (2015) and was known in his own 

right as a TONY award-winning playwright and librettist for his Broadway works (Kiss of the 

Spider Woman, 1993 and Ragtime, 1998), championing stories of marginalized populations, 

especially the LGBTQ community.87 Heggie’s repeated collaborative partnerships with these two 

librettists, who both function in range as widely as Heggie himself, highlight his expansive 

interest in a variety of musical contexts and subject contents.  

The programmed music features Heggie’s hybrid compositional approach, which is one 

of the critiques most-often hurled at the composer.88 This critical view of postmodern pluralism 

discounts the incorporation of certain writing styles as a lowbrow indulgence for the masses 

rather than powerful tools for engagement. It is the aim of these notes, however, to highlight 

hybrid approach as it stimulates emotional, aural recall for the audience to connect with these 

human characters. Because of Heggie’s simultaneous use of traditional and contemporary 

vernaculars, particular connections to popularized musical tropes – built on centuries’ worth of 

stage, commercial/radio, and concert works – shine as reference points for the listener. His 

                                                        
86 “Bio,” Gene Scheer Website, accessed February 16, 2022, https://genescheer.com/bio/. 
87 Jesse Green and Neil Genzlinger, “Terrence McNally, TONY-Winning Playwright of Gay Life, Dies at 81,” New 
York Times (New York, NY), March 24, 2020. 
88 Anthony Tommasini, “MUSIC; A Sudden, Facile Flowering of American Song,” New York Times, June 11, 2000, 
and Matthew Sigman, “Composing a Life,” Opera News, both skew toward disparaging contemporary pluralist 
techniques in art song writing, describing art song works by contemporary composers like Heggie as “accessible” 
and “derivative” (Sigman) or “not challenging” and “pandering neo-Romanticism” (Tommasini), the tone suggests 
undesirability. 
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specific use of popular song form, musical theatre and jazz idioms, exoticism, dance music 

(waltz), impressionism, and modernism carves out a place for musical nostalgia that helps guide 

an audience through the pieces. Tristan Paré-Morin suggests, in “Sounding Nostalgia in Post-

World War I Paris,” that nostalgia can be mapped in four paradigms relating to: 

homesickness/memory of home, regret, possibility for the future, and exoticism.89 By leaning 

into each of these paradigms through use of the musical techniques listed above, Heggie 

repeatedly incites aural memory as a place for listeners to musically recall what has happened in 

the present moment of performance while also connecting it to a personal point of entry in their 

own musical understanding for greater comprehension and relation to the work itself. 

Camille Claudel: Into the Fire was inspired by actual events, artwork by the French 

sculptor, and by Heggie’s own interest in the artist.90 Camille Claudel (1864-1943) was said to 

have been one of the foremost sculptors of the fin de siècle, however her mental illness, her 

gender identity as a woman in the nineteenth century, and her tumultuous romantic partnership 

with Rodin often clouded the public’s ability to appreciate her artwork on its own merit.91 The 

song cycle, originally composed for mezzo-soprano Joyce DiDonato and the Alexander String 

Quartet, weaves a journey of reminiscences through Claudel’s life from her own perspective. 

Taking place on the day Claudel is scheduled to depart for the mental asylum, where she lived 

                                                        
89 Tristan Paré-Morin, “Sounding Nostalgia in Post-World War I Paris,” Phd diss., University of Pennsylvania, 
2019, https://repository.upenn.edu/edissertations/3399, 34-35. 
90 Opera Joe McKesson, “Opera Joe Interviews Composer Jake Heggie and Festival Opera General Director Zachary 
Gordin,” YouTube, July 21, 2021, video, 30:17. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mseNFlTghGE. 
91 Claudine Mitchell, Louise R. Witherell and Susannah Wilson all describe these facets of Claudel’s struggles to be 
recognized during her life and after her life in their respective articles. Claudine Mitchell, “Intellectuality and 
Sexuality: Camille Claudel, the Fin de Siècle Sculptress,” Art History 12 no. 4 (1989), 419. Louise R. Witherell, 
“Camille Claudel Rediscovered,” Women’s Art Journal 6, no. 1 (1985): 2.  Susannah Wilson, “Gender, Genius. and 
the Artist’s Double Blind: The Letters of Camille Claudel, 1880-1910,” The Modern Language Review 112, no. 2 
(2017): 362-363. 
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out the final thirty years of her life, the cycle traces the artist’s biography through the sculptures 

which remain as her legacy; each song named for a different sculpture. 

Using harmonics in the original string voicing and large dissonant intervals, “Prelude: 

Awakening” instrumentally introduces the cycle’s harmonic textures, displays its kinship to 

Debussy’s String Quartet in G Minor,92  and unfolds nostalgic undertones through the waltz 

which “serves as the central dance rhythm of entire piece.”93 The underpinning of the waltz as an 

ongoing dance partnered with reference to the music of Debussy immediately identifies the 

music with France as a point of geographic and temporal nostalgia.94 In “Rodin,” as she 

examines the Bust of Rodin (Figure 3.1), Claudel begins to narrate a dream she had the night 

before. A vocal introduction to the 3-note “Rodin” motif (Figure 3.2) continues the musical 

relationship from “Prelude.” The music is haunting in its chromatic dissonances of tritones and 

half-step intervals. The combination of the text and the waltz rhythm imply that something is 

continually out of reach, constantly eluding reasoning or discovery; and is a connection to both 

paradigms of possibility and regret. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
92 It is important to note that Debussy was a personal friend of Claudel’s, having kept a cast of her sculpture La 
Valse throughout his life. The musical connection serves as a reference to their friendship. François Lesure and Roy 
Howat, “Debussy, (Achille-) Claude,” Grove Music Online, accessed February 14, 2022, https://doi-
org.proxy.lib.umich.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.07353. 
93 Jake Heggie, “CAMILLE CLAUDEL: Into the Fire,” Liner Notes for here/after: songs of lost voices, PentaTone 
Music PTC 5186 515, 2013, CD. 
94 Paré-Morin, “Sounding Nostalgia,”168. “[The waltz] was once one of the most characteristic genres of popular 
music in France became a symbolic remnant of a better past, as well as a safeguard of French elegance and  
moral superiority, and consequently acquired an exceptional nostalgic valence.” 
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Figure 3.1. Camille Claudel, Bust of Rodin, Bronze, modeled 1888-1892, date of cast 
unknown, North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3.2. Jake Heggie, Camille Claudel: Into the Fire 3-note “Rodin” Motif, mm. 35-
38.95 
 

 

 “La Valse” evokes the rhythmic aggression of the fourth movement in Debussy’s String 

Quartet in G Minor by emulating the disrupted sense of meter and divisions in legato, bowed 

moments and marked, pizzicato articulations (Figure 3.3).  

 

                                                        
95 Jake Heggie, Camille Claudel: Into the Fire (San Francisco: Bent Pen Music, 2011), 3. 
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Figure 3.3. Claude Debussy, String Quartet in G Minor, Op.10, mvt. 4, Très animé, arco 
and pizzicato markings and rhythmic gestures.96 
 

 

 

Here, Heggie showcases the waltz in three ways: first, recognizably in 3/4 at the vocal 

entrance, secondly, by camouflaging it in the 6/4 sections that shimmer with arpeggiations, and 

finally in the rhythmic 3/2 section at the climax of the piece on the lyrics: “Take me! Take me to 

the place.” The chanteuse-like vocal line imbues the piece with an overt sense of sensuality, 

while the angular instrumental sections elevate the anger and passion of the piece. Both ardent 

passion and sensuality can be seen in the statue that bears the same name as this song (Figure 

3.4). The wrapped and flying material at the bottom creates fierce movement below the dancers 

                                                        
96 Claude Debussy, String Quartet in G Minor, op. 10 (Paris: Durand & Fils, 1894), 45. 
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as their bodies, partially nude, entwine in soft embrace at the top of the sculpture, creating a 

universal image of passion outside of time.97  

 
Figure 3.4. Camille Claudel, La Valse, Bronze,1893, Musée Rodin, Paris. 

 

 

Sakountala/ Shakuntala (Figure 3.5) is also referred to as The Abandonment or Surrender 

and offers Claudel’s impression of the Hindu poet Kalidasa’s story of Sakountala, a young 

woman who falls in love with Prince Dushyanta.98 Pledging his love to her, the Prince offers 

Sakountala a ring that allows him to remember her, but when the ring is stolen the Prince forgets 

her. Eventually, after many years, the ring is found and the lovers are reunited. 

 
 

 
 

                                                        
97 “La Valse,” Musée Camille Claudel, accessed February 16, 2022, 
http://www.museecamilleclaudel.fr/en/node/171. 
98 “L’Abandon,” Musée Camille Claudel, accessed February 16 2022, 
http://www.museecamilleclaudel.fr/collections/labandon. 
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Figure 3.5. Camille Claudel, Sakountala, Bronze, 1886, Musée Camille Claudel, Nogent-
sur-Seine. 

 

 

 

Heggie and Scheer’s musical and dramatic impression of this statue draws a parallel 

between the lovers in the statue and the tumult of Claudel’s relationship with Rodin by framing it 

as Claudel’s expression of abandonment by Rodin for his never leaving his long-time mistress, 

Rose Beuret, to fully commit to his relationship with her.99 The obvious exoticism used by 

Heggie in this song calls to mind other Westernized, homogenized interpretations of Asian and 

Arabian styles. The harmonic minor, melismatic passages, percussive articulations, and the 

plaintive cries remember centuries of concert music, popular song and musical theatre pieces 

from Mozart’s Rondo alla Turca to Caravan (Duke Ellington) or Arabian Nights (Alan Menken) 

while also connecting it to the interest that Debussy and Claudel shared in Eastern art and 

music.100 

                                                        
99 Rodin had expressed his willingness to leave Beuret and marry Claudel, but ultimately, he never did. Odile Ayral-
Clause, Camille Claudel: A Life (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2002), 71-72. 
100 Lesure and Howat. “Debussy, (Achille-) Claude,” Grove Music Online. 
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It is alleged that sometime in the early 1890s Claudel was compelled to have an 

abortion.101 While there is no evidence that La petite châtelaine (Figure 3.6) was actually a 

sculptural tribute to a lost child, Heggie’s tinkling music box setting with poignant whole tone 

scales and Scheer’s lyrics paint a picture of the lost child and the solitary life Claudel eventually 

lived.  

 
Figure 3.6. Camille Claudel, La petite châtelaine, marble, 1895, Musée Rodin, Paris. 
 

 

 

The song’s setting highlights elements of musical theatre and pop ballad tropes. The 

conversational, dialogic text and the form (A-section minor modality with the major mode shift 

in the B-section before a return to the A-section) draw on other nostalgic-loss songs from the 

musical theatre canon of the 1980s-1990s, as in “Castle on a Cloud” (Les Misérables, Claude-

Michel Schönberg) or “Once Upon a December” (Anastasia, Stephen Flaherty), lending an aura 

of familiarity to the style and sentiment of popular musical styles. It is no wonder, since the 

                                                        
101 Ayral-Clause, Camille Claudel: A Life, 114. 
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melody was inspired by a pop tune Heggie wrote while living in Paris in the 1990s.102 

Additionally, the instrumental thematic material also references the 3-note “Rodin” motif in its 

intervallic relationships, layering sonic memories for the audience in multiple ways.  

Impressionistic style, often attributed to composers like Debussy, is heard in the next 

song, “The Gossips.” Arpeggiated, glistening chords concurrently resemble the frenetic energy 

of a creative mind at work and the whispering of voices – perhaps real or imagined. Scheer’s 

lyrics draw on actual text and ideas sketched by Claudel in her sketchbooks.103 In her creative 

period surrounding the creation of The Gossips (Figure 3.7), Claudel was interested in everyday 

images: people on the streets that she would observe in passing.104  

 
Figure 3.7. Camille Claudel, The Gossips, Onyx marble and bronze, 1897, Musée Rodin, 
Paris. 
 

 

 

                                                        
102 From Alford’s transcribed coaching with Jake Heggie. Erin Alexandra Alford, “Remembering Her Passionate 
Voice: A Performer’s Guide to Jake Heggie’s Camille Claudel: Into the Fire,” MM thesis (California State 
University Long Beach, 2017), 106. 
103 From Alford’s transcribed interview with Gene Scheer. Alford, “Remembering Her Passionate Voice,” 70. 
104 Witherell, “Camille Claudel Rediscovered,” 4. 
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Scheer and Heggie use the song and its associated statue to create double meaning, 

representing both the artist’s creative mind and her mental decline. After cutting ties with Rodin, 

Claudel became more closed off from public and frequently claimed Rodin was out to steal her 

work.105 The text “It is him?” accuses Rodin as a suspect and the rearranged the Rodin motif in 

the vocal line provides an additional point of reference for the listener. The buzzing of the music, 

through the articulations and arpeggiations, paired with the floating, sustained vocal line create a 

juxtaposition of the body and mind, almost as if Claudel was outside of herself watching her 

creativity and her own downfall. The recognizability of the impressionistic elements reflects on 

the historical location of the nineteenth century yet also creates a sonic image of mental noise.  

 
Figure 3.8. Camille Claudel, L’âge mûr, Bronze, conceived in 1899, Musée Rodin, Paris. 

 

 
  
 

It is curious that the sixth movement, “L’âge mûr,” or “Mature Age” (accompanying 

statue pictured in Figure 3.8) is the one without text. Perhaps this is because the subject’s point 

of view could be interpreted in many ways. The sculpture itself depicts a man being pulled in 

                                                        
105 Witherell, “Camille Claudel Rediscovered,” 6. 
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two different directions by two different women. Although there are other interpretations, it is 

presumed by some to be representative of Rodin being pulled to the left by Rose Beuret and to 

the right, by Claudel.106 This movement can also be seen as the signal of time’s passing– both 

musically and historically. While recalling the nostalgic elements of the former songs through 

the continued use of the 3-note “Rodin” motif and waltz rhythms, Heggie transforms the sound 

into a more contrapuntal, fugue-like style, “by utilizing Béla Bartók’s “Andante tranquillo” from 

Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta as inspiration.”107 The allusion to Bartók’s piece – a 

piece composed in 1937 during the final decade of Claudel’s life –  musically changes the era of 

sound the listener experiences, which forces a change in auditory perspective to the new era in 

Claudel’s own life. In multiple ways, it elicits forward progression, moving musically into a 

different sonority, from suggestions of Debussy to that of Bartók, and temporally signifying the 

song cycle’s final chapter. This movement could best be seen as a processional of aging, calling 

upon musical memories surrounding the shift to the modern era of music and Claudel’s 

movement from creative zest to quiet stillness as the world she once knew slowly changes before 

her eyes.   

 The upbeat sounds of the “Epilogue: Jessie Lipscomb Visits Camille Claudel, 

Montdevergues Asylum, 1929” set a completely different tone than the rest of the cycle. 

Beginning with the instrumental line, the sonic dawning of day contrasts the sadness of seeing 

the aged Claudel conversing with her friend and fellow artist, Jessie Lipscomb in 1929. Sixteen 

years has passed since her first admittance to the mental hospital. Claudel thanks her friend for 

coming to visit her and remembering her. As Claudel converses with Lipscomb, her vocal line is 

much less ardent than in previous songs. The piece emphasizes a vocalism that is more 

                                                        
106 Witherell, “Camille Claudel Rediscovered,” 5. 
107 From Alford’s transcribed coaching with Jake Heggie. Alford, “Remembering Her Passionate Voice,” 109. 
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conversational, fragmented. The moments of memory are brought into bold relief with returns to 

waltz sensations, minor modality, and more melodic and soaring vocal lines. In the final 

moments of the cycle, Claudel is relegated to stillness. Becoming a statue herself, she sits for the 

picture with Lipscomb (Figure 3.9), thankful to be remembered.  

 
Figure 3.9. Photograph of Camille Claudel, left, and Jessie Lipscomb, right, at the 
Montdevergues Asylum in 1929. 
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Figure 3.10. Excerpted lyrics by Gene Scheer for Camille Claudel: Into the Fire108 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
108 Excerpted from score. Jake Heggie, Camille Claudel: Into the Fire, (San Francisco: Bent Pen Music, 2011).  
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Figure 3.10. (Continued) 
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In contrast to the first half of the program and “inspired by the great concert scenas of 

Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and Britten,”109 Heggie’s At the Statue of Venus approaches a 

woman’s monologue from a comic standpoint: the modern-day blind date. Different than 

harkening back to the nineteenth century, Venus sonically sets the stage for a bustling, modern-

day metropolitan city center, like New York. In the accented 5/8 meter and percussive use of the 

piano, one can hear the crowd bustling along, possibly imagining the crowds on Fifth Avenue 

outside of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. While no specific locale is mentioned, nor is a 

specific statue, artist, or version of Venus named in the piece, Antonio Canova’s statue, Venus 

Italica (Figure 3.11) is displayed in one of the galleries of the Met Museum and this author 

prefers to imagine the setting there. (Possibly because this author herself has, in previous years, 

awaited blind dates amongst the Met Museum’s statue collections.)  

 
Figure 3.11. Antonio Canova, Venus Italica, marble, ca. 1822-1823, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York. 
 

 

                                                        
109 Program notes from the score. Jake Heggie, At the Statue of Venus (San Francisco: Bent Pen Music, 2005). 
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One effect of this piece is its intimate universality; the fact that it is vague enough to 

apply to almost anyone, anywhere while also painting a specific enough soundscape that 

provides emotional and location-based remembrance. McNally’s conversational tone, 

masterfully cultivated from his years writing theatre libretti, and ease of the language’s 

colloquial sounds, provides familiarity to the text as well. What is more universal than a person 

overthinking one’s outfit while awaiting a date in a busy, public place? 

While not formally delineated, the piece flows between recitative-like, plot development 

sections and emotional aria/song sections, delivering a complete dramatic arc in the way an 

opera would. A few recurring musical expressions track throughout the piece, accentuating 

stylistic elements as a hybridity of contextual support. The first is a 5/8-meter motif that recurs 

throughout the piece (Figure 3.12) and features irregularity in meter common to twentieth-

century techniques. Introduced in first bars of the piano, it recurs while Rose waits, while she 

ponders, and while she wanders the museum.  

 
Figure 3.12. Jake Heggie, At the Statue of Venus, 5/8-meter motif, m. 47. 110 

 

Happening throughout the piece as a signifier of time passing within the context of the 

metropolitan atmosphere, its jauntiness and angularity provide anxious, energy-packed 

undertones. Also, the recurrences of this motif in anticipatory moments– as Rose arrives, when 

                                                        
110 Heggie, At the Statue of Venus, 3. 
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she decides whether or not to stand up her date, as she wonders where he is– help the audience 

hear the nervous energy come to life. 

A second recurring idiom draws on jazz-like harmony of stacked chords with augmented 

intervals (Figure 3.13). This stylistic element usually appears in the dream-wishes associated 

with the date who has a “sexy voice.” The sensuality of the augmented intervals and lushly rolled 

major-minor harmonies depict moments of Rose’s day-dreaming about the characteristics of the 

man she’s going to meet. The allusion to jazz at the same time the sexiness of the voice is 

mentioned also helps a contemporary listener recall an association with the sensual musical 

style.111 

 
Figure 3.13. Jake Heggie, At the Statue of Venus, Jazz/dream idiom, mm. 184-185.112 

 

Heggie encourages aural memory in a third way by creating a theme that helps signify 

Rose’s moments of annoyance or overly-critical thought. The theme (Figure 3.13) is quick, 

sparse and punctuated with dissonant chords, again referencing more modernist musical styles. 

As she nervously winds herself more tightly, Rose imagines worst-case scenarios and this 

musical accompaniment appears again and again – out of annoyance toward her date (who still 

                                                        
111Jayne Caudwell, “Jazzwomen: music, sound, gender and sexuality,” Annals of Leisure Research 15, no. 4 (2012): 
393-394. Expressions of sexuality in singing jazz, and the blues in particular, are discussed in Caudwell’s article. 
Especially noted are the points of reference to major/minor keys as a part of the tonal landscape in jazz and the vocal 
techniques of the important African-American women (Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Sarah Martin and Memphis 
Minnie) who fundamentally paved the way for women in jazz. “Through singing the blues, women, from behind the 
microphone, narrate their sexual sensibilities and subjectivities.”  
112 Heggie, At the Statue of Venus, 12. 
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has not arrived), the people in the museum who are not her date, or in response to over-thinking 

all of the possible failures that could occur. 

 
Figure 3.14. Jake Heggie, At the Statue of Venus, Neurotic/annoyance thematic material, 
mm. 428-431.113 

 

 

Serving as emotional anchors, two larger-scale “aria” sections examine the major 

dramatic themes within the piece. The first aria section “Look at all those women” functions as a 

commentary on women, by observing women in art and women in life: How women are 

remembered? How do we see them? And how does Rose, as woman, wish to be seen? Heggie 

brings back a waltz (as was seen previously in the Claudel as musical through line of nostalgic 

reflection). Here he uses a jagged, jazz idiom with blue notes and dotted rhythms alongside the 

3/4 meter, updating the musical memory to a more contemporary auditory experience. By 

displacing the grace of the waltz, the accompaniment almost sounds like short aural glimpses of 

the museum’s sonic landscape, possibly as ambient music. When she delves into the imaginative 

sphere, wondering what it is like to be source of inspiration for an artistic work, the harmony fills 

out, becoming more consonant in Eb Major and the vocal line, more lyric. Rose observes that all 

of the women captured in the art she sees are seen as “masterpieces.” The vocal line, building 

first to “inspired” and then to “a masterpiece,” soars. Her return to everyday observation of the 

                                                        
113 Heggie, At the Statue of Venus, 29. 
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women she sees, also returns the music to a more subdued and combined version of the sweeping 

middle section and the initial, angular waltz – a return from the dream world to reality.  

The second aria, “A Lucky Child” is Rose’s expression of the universal desire to be loved 

and find connection or safety in another person. Heggie has spoken about this as the central force 

of the piece – a human’s need for love.114 The idea is conveyed through Rose’s reminiscence of 

her childhood, the safety and love she found in her family and specifically, in her relationship 

with her parents. The lullaby music and the memory-driven text forms a reflective recall for 

listeners, to their own childhood – perhaps similar, or not at all – to what Rose has experienced. 

Disguising the 3/4 meter by reducing the bass line in the piano, or removing it altogether in 

certain places, Heggie shifts the metric drive to the pulsing of the eighth note, the prominent 

underpinning like that of a heartbeat.  

From this point in the second aria to the end of the piece, Rose is immersed in the idea of 

what makes “handsome” and “happy” and the possibilities for love, connecting the nostalgia of 

past feelings of love to the possibilities of the future. In contrast to the earlier sections, her mood 

turns to the optimistic view and the music echoes her uplifted spirit. Heggie, from the point of 

“Lucky Child” to the end of the piece, plays on the musical theatre and popular music aspects: 

consonant vocal lines and syncopation, akin to the back-phrasing effect common in 

contemporary commercial vocal style. These aspects along with McNally’s text (“When I look at 

him, my heart will smile”) land as familiar characteristics of a belter’s ballad. Eventually, the 

blind date arrives. And the piece ends there, at the moment of arrival with an unanswered 

question: how does the date go? We never find out. The piano confirms the uncertainty of the 

                                                        
114 Opera Joe McKesson, “Opera Joe Interviews Composer Jake Heggie.” 
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moment in the last measures by reusing the initial 5/8-meter motif from early on in the piece, 

leaving the listener with several aural memories, but no resolution to the story.  

Heggie and McNally observe in their score for At the Statue of Venus: “the arts must 

explore who we are, not just who we were.”115 Both pieces on this program explore the idea, 

philosophically and musically, that we are greater than the sum of our parts. By viewing the 

complexity of human emotion through these two characters’ eyes while hearing the creation of 

their inner worlds through layers of varying musical styles, motivic recall and nostalgic through 

lines, these compositions examine historical art, contemporary and traditional music, and 

universal human emotion all within present-day sensibility of pluralism. These pieces provide 

multiple points of musical entry for audience members to gain access to the character 

understanding through an auditory experience that is all at once nostalgically familiar and newly 

enticing. 

  

                                                        
115 Program notes from the score. Heggie, At the Statue of Venus. 
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Figure 3.15 Excerpted libretto by Terrence McNally for At the Statue of Venus116 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
116 Excerpted from the score. Jake Heggie, At the Statue of Venus (San Francisco: Bent Pen Music, 2005).  
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Figure 3.15. (Continued) 
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